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COMMUNITY
IMPACT
2017
166
COMMUNITIES
POPULATION
SERVED:

617,671
OVER 700
SCHOOL CHILDREN

237,084
HOUSEHOLDS

55
TRAININGS

$5.71
MILLION

served with drinking water, wastewater and
solid waste infrastructure projects, resul ng
in improved public health outcomes

LOW INCOME POPULATION
SERVED: 137,582
and teachers directly impacted
by RCAP Solu ons environmental
presenta ons and ac vi es

posi vely impacted by RCAP Solu ons
training and technical assistance

resul ng in 842 Individuals trained
on drinking water and wastewater topics

in leveraged funds received by
RCAP Solu ons communi es
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School Hill Asset Management & Tank Upgrade, E. Windsor, Connecticut
Erick Toledo, Water Specialist │ New England
978.227.2277 │ etoledo@rcapsolutions.org

worked with the system to develop the
full-blown Asset Management Plan
draft in October.

PROBLEM:
School Hill Associa on
Inc.’s 5,000 gallon underground water storage
tank was in very poor
condi on and needed to
be replaced. The system
did not have the funds,
with only 31 homes being served, to cover the
replacement costs on
their own.
SOLUTION:
RCAP provided technical
assistance and training
to assist the system with
crea ng an asset management plan. If the plan
is approved by the Connec cut Department of
Public Health, the associa on can qualify for 15%
principal forgiveness if
they apply for a State
Revolving Fund loan for
the tank upgrade.
FUNDING SOURCE:
USDA RD Technitrain
CONGRESSIONAL
DISTRICT:
2 (Courtney)

The full plan helps systems to create a
proposed schedule, priority lists and
costs associated of future infrastructure
needs. This allows system leadership to
plan proactively and properly manage
their budgets, including the creation of
reserves and a capital improvement
fund.
Ultimately, asset management pushes
systems to think proactively versus
reactively—fixing problems before
they happen instead of once something
is broken and they are in a state of crisis. RCAP is hopeful the plan will be
accepted by the state and the association will qualify for the 15% principal
forgiveness benefit.
Pictured above: Underground system;
water storage tank and carbon filter
Pictured below: Well land area at
School Hill
School Hill Association, Inc. is a very small
water system built in 1950 to serve a neighborhood of just a few homes. It currently
serves 78 residents from 31 homes.
It has an old 5,000 gallon compressed underground water storage tank that is in very
poor condition. Ideally the system would
replace it with a larger above-ground storage tank. Unfortunately, due to the community’s small consumer base and lack of
budget reserves, the system’s water board
does not have sufficient funding to complete
the project on their own. They are considering applying for a State Revolving Fund
loan in 2018. However, to be eligible for the
Connecticut Department of Public Health’s
15% Principal Forgiveness Program, the
system needs to complete an approved Asset Management Plan.
In June of 2017, the School Hill Association, Inc. requested support from RCAP
Solutions to develop an Asset Management
Plan. With the help of the system’s President and Secretary, RCAP Solutions completed the first step of the process, the asset
inventory, in July.
The asset inventory lists every single part
and piece of the water system as well as an
assessment of model, age, condition, and
consequence of failure. From there, RCAP
4

Tariﬀville Water Commission, Simsbury Connec cut
Mia McDonald, Technical Assistance Provider │ Massachusetts

The Tariffville Water Commission (TWC) is the leadership body of the Tariffville
Fire District, which lies in the
Town of Simsbury, Connecticut.
Their 300,000 gallon water
storage tank was built circa
1940 and had reached the end
of its useful life. The Commission had been prudent with
finances and proactive with
planning, and was seeking to
replace the tank before it
failed. Failure of the tank
would result in loss of drinking water and fire protection
to over 1,500 residents. The
TWC had applied for a loan
through the CT State Revolving Fund (SRF) to finance the
replacement and were looking
at a total project cost of approximately $1.5 million.
The Connecticut Department
of Public Health (CTDPH)
was offering two programs at
the time: partial loan principal
forgiveness for the completion
of state approved asset and
financial management plans
for the entire utility, and
CTDPH had utilized EPA
funds to contract RCAP Solutions to complete asset management plans for small drinking water systems at no
charge.

Tariffville Water Commission receives award from the Connecticut Department of Public Health.
assets and maintenance requirements of the system and
supported those initial improvements already planned
for by the Commission. Additionally, the plan projects
future infrastructure needs of
the system. Along with the
corresponding financial management plan, and the commitment of the Commission
to update the plans over
time, these plans shall provide a useful tool for maintaining the water system into
the future. The State of Connecticut reviewed and accepted the plans and construction on the tank was
completed in the spring of
2017.

TWC completed the tank
replacement project on budget and on time. On May 23,
2017 the Connecticut Department of Public Health
gave the Tariffville Water
Commission its Small Community Water System Public
Health Drinking Water Merit
Award.
Additionally, the Connecticut Society of Civil Engineers awarded their Water
Resources Achievement in
Civil Engineering Award of
Merit to the Tariffville Water
Commission, Woodard &
Curran Engineers, RCAP
Solutions and DN Tanks, the
general contractor on the
project, all the key players in
assuring the project was a
success. And finally, as
promised, CTDPH awarded
the TWC principal forgiveness of over $300,000 on
their improvement project
loan for the successful completion of their asset and
financial management plans.

TWC had initiated work on
their asset management plan
but needed professional assistance in the completion of the
plan to ensure it would be
accepted by the state and be
top notch for the future success of their water system.
RCAP Staff met with the
Commission and building on
the work the volunteer Commissioners had already completed, worked to create asset
and fiscal management plans
for the system, using EPA’s
free software, Check-Up Program for Small Systems
(CUPSS). The asset management plan prioritized all the

Pictured
above: The
side of the old
tank compared
to the new
tank at completion (right).
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PROBLEM:
The Tariﬀville Fire District’s nearly 80-year-old
water storage tank was
on the brink of failure
which would have resulted in the loss of drinking
water and ﬁre protec on
to over 1,500 residents.
SOLUTION:
RCAP helped the system
complete an asset management plan that was
then approved by the
Connec cut Department
of Public Health, which
ul mately provide over
$300,000 in principal forgiveness on the system’s
infrastructure improvement State Revolving
Fund loan.
FUNDING SOURCE:
CT DPH
CONGRESSIONAL
DISTRICT:
5 (Esty)

U lity Rate Adjustment, Alfred Water District, Maine
Art Astarita, Maine State Lead │ Maine
207.766.3065 │ aastarita@rcapsolutions.org
PROBLEM:
This small u lity went
through the asset management planning process and realized they
needed to set aside reserves for future capital
improvements but needed assistance on how to
raise their rates to meet
this ﬁnancial goal.
SOLUTION:
RCAP Solu ons assisted
the system by gathering,
organizing and projec ng required operaon/maintenance/
capital needs and showing the incremental impacts to user rates via an
oﬃcial rate analysis.
RCAP has supported the
district on and oﬀ since
2010 and this will be the
third rate increase
passed to help proac vely save for and fund capital improvements instead of wai ng un l
something breaks.
FUNDING SOURCE:
USDA RD Technitrain
CONGRESSIONAL
DISTRICT:
1 (Pingree)

Since the formation of the
Alfred Water District in 2000
when community minded citizens bought it for one dollar,
the system’s trustees have
worked tirelessly to fund
much needed system improvements. Alfred Water District
now delivers safe drinking
water to about 300 customer
accounts (690 residents) and
provides fire protection services which includes 8.6 miles
of pipe, 65 hydrants, a
300,000-gallon storage tank
and a fire department standpipe for filling their pump
trucks. The utility produces
about 29.6 million gallons of
water annually or about 270
gallons per day per account.
The 690 residents served make
up about 23% of the town.
The utility’s classification of
customer accounts is shown in
the following table:

The system has an astonishingly low 4% rate of unaccounted for water, indicating a
very tight pipe network with
next to no leakage or water
loss. The total asset value of
the system is about $5.2 million.

User rates are the apex of a
pyramid supported not only by
the CIP and the asset management plan (AMP) but also the
budget needs the proper structure of user rates to meet the
operation and maintenance
costs of the system including
debt and capital improvement
over time. The administration
of revenue is critical for a
financially viable utility over
the long term. Implementing a
plan that projects capital investment over 20 years requires diligent management of
revenue, expenses, and contributing to “earmarked” reserve funds. The following
table shows the types of
“earmarked” accounts that
should be created and are in
process in Alfred:

money making commercial accounts may follow. Before deteriorating revenue-losses become
reality, utilities must tackle critical improvements and contribute to long-term improvement
reserve accounts.

Projecting future revenue and
expenses is based on factual
history and the cost of projected plans. Along with the
AMP, gathering itemized,
three to five-year actual historical expenses helps project
future operation and maintenance expenses. Critical revenue forecasts are based upon
population and economic
trends.

gas, cable and phone bills can
siphon household revenue with
an inability to pay for the water
at the end of a quarter. District
communication to their customers and education is paramount
for the users to understand the
upcoming projects and budget
for increased household expenses and to value the plentiful and
safe drinking water coming out
of their taps for a reasonable
price.

State planning offices usually
have done city/town demographic population forecasts.
For the town of Alfred, after a
6.3% increase from 20042009, the town’s population is
somewhat stable through 2034
with a -0.8% decrease (http://
maine.gov/economist/
projections/index.shtml). Although state-wide forecasts
should not trump local observations, a long-term static to
decline in population must be
addressed in future system
planning. Real residential population decline could be due to
loss of industry and the loss of

The utility management is
currently following a course of
action based upon a recent
capital improvement plan
(CIP). Since 2010, RCAP
Solutions has assisted the District with two rate adjustments
and is currently working on a
third increase. Past rate increases were 13% and 14.7%.
Rates have changed to accommodate new loan payments
which were required to help
fund replacements of distribution pipe, well pumps, and
improvements to the pump/
treatment station.
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The District must be aware of
the ability of their customers to
pay user fees. An income survey
of the District’s full-time residential households can reveal
customers’ financial capacity.
Although the priority of bill
paying should put the water bill
on top of the pile versus maybe
a customer’s cable or phone bill
(you need water to survive),
oftentimes its importance is not
highlighted. Many New England water districts bill quarterly
so paying the monthly electric,

The Alfred Water District is
doing a stellar job in communicating with their customers including the town officials since
the town pays for the District to
maintain the hydrants and pipe
capacity for fire protection
throughout the community. The
rate adjustment process formally
takes about four months but an
additional two to three months
are required to gather and organize the data along with discussion to agree on a proper
increase and finally, the leadership needs to pass the rate increase and implement it.

Newport Water District Asset Management, Newport, Maine
Rebecca Reynolds, Certified Environmental Specialist, Community Development Specialist │ Maine
207.338.1126 │ rreynolds@rcapsolutions.org

The Newport Water District is
in Penobscot county Maine
and the district’s source water
in Nokomis Pond, which is
located within the towns of
Newport and Palmyra. The
District serves approximately
625 customers with a population equivalency of 1,625.
Nokomis Pond has an area of
approximately 186 acers with
a maximum depth of 24 feet
and an average depth of 10
feet. The pond has an estimated volume of 560,000,000
gallons with a watershed of
approximately 1,443 acres.
As part of necessary improvements to the water system, the
Newport Water District financed an upgrade in 2015 for
$360,166 to the storage tank
and mixer which were originally installed in 1954. The
project rehabilitated the 62year-old 500,000 Libby Hill
welded steel
standpipe to
maintain
service life
longevity,
enhance
water quality, and provide safety
improvements by
installing a
platform and
railing on
top of the
tank.

The
Newport
Water
District
was able
to plan
for additional
system
upgrades
by developing a
comprehensive inventory to
evaluate assets and plan for
system improvements.
RCAP Solutions assisted the
Newport Water District by
conducting a needs assessment to guide the efforts of
an Asset Management Plan.
RCAP Solutions assisted
with the development of the
system inventory and reviewed the attributes with the
superintendent, utilizing
EPA’s Check Up for Small
Systems (CUPSS) asset management software. RCAP
Solutions provided an analysis of the results of the
Equipment Replacement
Cost Schedule and Capital
Improvement Plan (CIP) at a
Board training on January
18, 2018.

identify needs for effective
utility management and future upgrades. By implementing the CIP through
their budget and rate setting
process, the district can
avoid a rate shock to the users and maintain future sustainability.
The Replacement Cost
Schedule below shows the
aging water system is in need
of $2,168,450 of Capital
Replacement Cost over the
next 20 years and includes
the $360,166 aforementioned
upgrade to the water storage
tank. The total value of the
of the District’s water system
is $25,305,788.
The 6-inch cast iron pipe of
approximately 10 streets and
the aging raw water pumps
are the next asset capital improvements to be considered.
The Newport Water District’s water loss is <4% (this
is extremely good) so there is
no immediate need for pipe
replacement until water quality issues require action.
Capital expenditure for the
following fifteen years allows the district time to plan
for the remaining infrastructure upgrades.

The Newport Water District
decision makers now have
the necessary information to

PROBLEM:
Like most of the water
systems in New England,
The Newport Water District’s distribu on system is reaching the end
of its lifespan and needs
to be replaced, but many
of these smaller rural
communi es like Newport struggle to aﬀord
these large big- cket
system upgrades.
SOLUTION:
RCAP Solu ons has
worked closely with the
district to understand
the condi on of all of
their system assets and
from there, build out asset management and
capital improvement
plans to responsibly
manage their funds and
set reserve accounts
aside for future infrastructure needs.
FUNDING SOURCE:
USDA RD Technitrain
CONGRESSIONAL
DISTRICT:
2 (Poliquin)
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Do Not Drink Order Li ed at Elderly Community, Hubbardston, MA
Jim Starbard, Massachusetts State Lead │ Massachusetts
978.502.0227 │ jstarbard@rcapsolutions.org
failed, causing highly acidic
water to corrode the building’s
pipes. The water had a blue/
green tinge, which caused the
sinks, toilets and tubs to stain,
and residents were advised not
to wash light colored clothes as
they could also become
stained. Also, as a result, the
lead levels in the drinking water increased to above the action limit set by MASS DEP so
something had to be done.

PROBLEM:
The Hubbardston House
aﬀordable housing complex experienced a nitrate contamina on issue with their drinking
water and was issued a
“Do Not Drink Order”
from the Massachuse s
Department of Environmental Protec on. A
previously installed corrosion control system
also failed, causing lead
levels to exceed the
state ac on limit.

SOLUTION:
RCAP Solu ons was
able to assist the system to iden fy the
source of nitrate contamina on and eliminate it as well as replacing the failed corrosion control system
with a new and improved one.

FUNDING SOURCE:
EPA1, HHS
CONGRESSIONAL
DISTRICT:
2 (McGovern)

A team of technical specialists
led by Jim Starbard, Massachusetts State Lead for the Community Resources Division at
RCAP Solutions, with extensive background in water and
environmental issues, worked
with the Property Management
at Hubbardston House. “We
were able to identify the contamination source by fully
evaluating the property’s onsite wastewater treatment system,” he explained. “We discovered that the system was
not installed as designed and
was leaking into the source
water.”

Bottled water in storage. Hubbardston House was spending
$350/month to provide bottled
water to its 36 residents

Hubbardston House Apartments is a 36-unit, elderly and
disabled residential home
owned by US HUD. The community is set in the rural central
Massachusetts town of Hubbardston and the complex is
managed by RCAP Solutions.
The affordable housing complex which is its own Public
Water System, experienced a
nitrate contamination issue
with their drinking water and
was issued a “Do Not Drink
Order” from the Massachusetts
Department of Environmental
Protection (Mass DEP).

The RCAP technical team
oversaw the re-construction of
the on-site wastewater system
and since that repair, the Nitrate levels have abated to levels acceptable by state drinking
water standards. “Our team
also helped property management with a variety of compliance issues including previous
sanitary survey consent orders,” continued Starbard.
“Finally, we provided longterm planning for the community’s drinking water system, to
ensure continued compliance
and long-term sustainability.”
RCAP Solutions also assisted
the community to install a new
PH control system which abated the corrosion caused by the
acidic water which had been
causing the blue coloration and
high lead levels.

The Hubbardston House Apartments Property Manager, Elizabeth Tatro, met with residents
to explain the situation once
the order was in place. “Our
residents were able to bathe,
cook and wash with the water,
just not drink it,” she explained. “We reminded the
residents each month in our
newsletter and posted announcements.”
Residents were mindful not to
drink the water and were provided with a bottled water dispenser and free bottled water in
each unit. The Do Not Drink
order was in place for multiple
years so residents were used to
consuming bottled water in the
interim. Also, during this time,
the community’s corrosion
control water treatment system

“I really appreciated Jim’s
expertise; he always knew the
best course of action for us to
take with every situation,”
commented Tatro.
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The residents were recently notified that the do not drink order
had been lifted and that the water was completely safe to drink.
While the announcement was
met with cautious optimism and
many questions, the residents are
happy to be able to drink the
water again and fully utilize
nature’s most valuable resource.
“It is just such a relief, having
the do not drink order lifted,”
commented Tatro. “As a leasing
agent for the property I would be
showing potential residents this
beautiful facility with all these
wonderful amenities and would
then have to tell them that they
can’t drink the water. It was
frustrating.”
Hubbardston House is considered a public water system; an
entity that provides water for
human consumption through
pipes or other constructed conveyances to at least 25 people
for the majority of the year, and
thus has to follow all rules and
regulations set forth by the Safe
Drinking water Act and Mass
DEP. The property manager will
continue to test the water each
month to ensure that it’s meeting
all the necessary requirements
and is safe for public consumption. After a certain number of
results come back clean, the
system will officially be in compliance.

Water tanks installed during the
wastewater system upgrade.

Leino Park Bridge Replacement, Westminster, Massachuse s
Erick Toledo, Water Specialist │ New England
978.227.2277 │ etoledo@rcapsolutions.org
For nearly ten years, the
Leino Park Water District
Board of Directors has
been diligently working to
try to replace the Leino
Park Bridge. This bridge
is a single line structure
(12 feet wide and 210 feet
long) and is almost 100
years old; it is the only
public access route to the
sixty-five homes served
by the Leino Park Water
District located in Westminster, Massachusetts. In
2011, the Town of Westminster declared the
bridge hazardous and unsafe due to holes that had
broken through the surface structure. Though
patches have been made
by the town and commu-

nity members, public safety vehicles (police and
fire) are still required to
use a private dirt road for
access to the neighborhood because the public
access is unsafe.

December and the final
draft should be submitted
to USDA Rural Development for their review by
February 2018. The work
included extensive research and a very quick
turnaround time to ensure
it is included as a part of
the funding application.
This document, once approved, is an integral part
of the funding application,
and without it, Leino Park
Water District would be
unable to secure these
much-needed supplemental public funds to
replace the currently unsafe public access bridge
to their neighborhood.

After several unsuccessful
attempts to qualify for a
loan, in October 2017,
Leino Park Water District-which owns all the rights
to the bridge—contacted
RCAP Solutions for assistance. They requested an
official Environmental
Assessment Report as part
of an application for $1
million of USDA funding.
The first Environmental
report draft was completed by RCAP Solutions last

PROBLEM:
A hazardous crumbling
bridge is the single access route to the 65
homes served by the
Leino Park Water District, and the community has been unable
to access funding for
replacement.

SOLUTION:
The Water District is
applying for $1 million
of RD funding which
requires the development and approval of
an Environmental Assessment. RCAP developed the assessment
under a very ght
deadline to ensure
Leino Park submits it
to qualify for this important bridge replacement funding.

FUNDING SOURCE:
USDA RD Technitrain
CONGRESSIONAL
DISTRICT:
3 (Tsongas)

Leino Park Bridge, Westminster, MA.
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Ossipee Mountains Estates, New Hampshire
Kathy Rodgers, New Hampshire State Lead │ New Hampshire
603.768.1048 │ krodgers@rcapsolutions.org
PROBLEM:
Ossipee Mountains Estates has aging original
infrastructure from the
early 1970’s with many
leaks and maintenance
problems. The system is
expected to receive
USDA RD funding for a
complete overhaul in the
next construc on season, but they were facing
catastrophic system failure if immediate needs
were not tended to.
SOLUTION:
RCAP Solu ons helped to
produce updated maps
of the system including a
layer outlining imminent
needs to help op mize
system opera ons and
maintenance, and iden fy areas needing immediate repair. RCAP also
helped the system acquire early RD funding
for a ﬁrst construc on
phase to ﬁx emergency
issues and prevent complete system failure.
FUNDING SOURCE:
USDA RD Technitrain
CONGRESSIONAL
DISTRICT:
1 (Guinta)

design. During a well test,
both of the supply well
pumps were running almost continuously to keep
up with demand. The meter reading data and well
pump test results were
indicative of water loss
through leakage in the
distribution system, the
storage tanks, or both. On
April 4, 2017, the treasurer of Ossipee Mountain
Estates reached out to
Kathy Rodgers of RCAP
Solutions for technical
assistance.

Ossipee Mountains Estates is a manufactured
housing development constructed in 1972. The development consists of 102
lots for manufactured
homes with associated
infrastructure for roads,
domestic water,
wastewater, drainage, and
electrical service. Recently, the residents of the
park formed a cooperative
and purchased the property. The water infrastructure is original to the 1972
development. The well
pumps had been replaced
within the last couple of
months, but no other major upgrades have been
completed since the water
system was constructed 45
years ago. The existing
water distribution system
is primarily 3-inch PVC
with some 2-inch PVC
and ¾ inch HDPE services. The water system is
aging with many leaks and
ongoing maintenance
problems.

They needed help to move
forward with any interim
repairs and financing to
maintain their system prior to a complete system
upgrade financed by
USDA Rural Development (RD). The numerous leaks that had developed in the distribution
system and the general
condition of the mains and
services were relatively
poor. They had been dealing with a very sizeable
leak issue for the past couple of weeks when RCAP
came on board. The well
pumps were running 24/7,

The water operator had
recorded meter readings
well above the expected
flow built into the original
10

pumping about 50 gallons
per minute to the atmospheric storage tank just to
keep up with the demand of
the park and the unidentified leaks. A couple of
weeks prior to RCAPs arrival, their storage tank ran
dry twice. Their excavator
had been diligently working
to hunt down leaks but the
lack of an accurate map of
the system and the weather
conditions had made identifying the leaks very difficult. They had run out of
money and options trying to
fix the problem.
RCAP Solutions was able
to track down two sets of
drawings of the system via
the New Hampshire Department of Environmental Services (NHDES). These
maps had not been updated
since the early 1980’s but
did provide a basis for a
much-needed mapping project. RCAP then ordered
laminated prints of the existing digital maps for Ossipee Mountains Estates to
make corrections in the
field. On May 4, 2017
RCAP Solutions performed
a sanitary survey of the water system during a site visit
and several deficiencies
were noted. During the
month of correspondence
with RCAP, both of the
well pumps failed. The
well pump installers reconfigured the plumbing in the
well house during the emergency repair in such a way
that isolation between system components was not
possible, creating yet another significant system defi-

Continued on Page 12

Water Operator Training in Kenilworth, New Jersey
Sukhwindar Singh, Director of Education & Training │ Pennsylvania
814.861.7072 │ ssingh@rcapsolutions.org
Since 2014, RCAP has
utilized EPA funding to
successfully develop and
deliver customized, participant-based drinking water
operator/manager training
that addresses compliance
with the Safe Drinking
Water Act. When this
project started, RCAP
conducted a nationwide
training needs analysis
with primacies across the
country to determine root
causes of compliance failure for systems serving
fewer than 10,000 people.
These systems include
community water systems,
non-transient noncommunity water systems
(schools, factories, office
buildings and hospitals
that have their own sys-

tem) and transient noncommunity water systems
(campgrounds and stores
where people do not remain for long periods of
time). RCAP staff conduct Annual Workplan
meetings with state primacy agencies to identify the
most desirable training
topics and address each
state’s needs. Operators
across the country have
been lining up to take advantage of these free training opportunities sponsored by RCAP and their
national partner, the
American Water Works
Association. Training topics include the following:
Microbial Contaminants;
Disinfection By-Products;
Regulatory Overview for
Operators; Safe
Drinking Water
Act for Managers, Boards, and
Councils; Distribution System
Operations &
Maintenance;
Source Water
Protection; Water Quality;
CrossConnection Control; Strategies to
Comply with
Regulations; Nitrites/Nitrate;
Arsenic; Radionuclides; ReJeff Oxenford, Training and Technical
Services Specialist with RCAP, Inc. pre- vised Total Coliform Rule & Colsenting How to Achieve and Maintain
SDWA (Safe Drinking Water Act) Com- iform Sampling;
pliance.
Ground Water

Rule and Wellhead Protection; and Lead/Copper.
RCAP’s grant is part of a
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency program to
competitively award funds
to non-profit organizations
to provide training and
technical assistance for
small public water systems,
small wastewater systems
and private well owners in
urban and rural communities. More than 97 percent
of the nation’s 157,000
public water systems serve
fewer than 10,000 people,
and more than 80 percent
of those systems serve fewer than 500 people, according to the EPA. Many
small systems face unique
challenges in providing
reliable drinking water and
wastewater services that
meet federal and state regulations. These challenges
can include a lack of financial resources, aging infrastructure and high staff
turnover. During these
training sessions, RCAP
tries to address problems
and solutions particular to
the operation of small water systems.
The kick-off training in
New Jersey was held in
April 2015 and almost 50
small system operators attended. The workshop included free breakfast and

Continued on Page 12
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PROBLEM:
New Jersey Water Operators are required to
a end regular trainings
for con nuing educa on
hours to maintain their
cer ﬁca ons, but o enmes me, loca on, frequency and cost of these
trainings can be prohibive.
SOLUTION:
RCAP Solu ons provides
at least one free full day
water operator training
every year in NJ in diverse loca ons to ensure
operators have suﬃcient
workshops available to
ensure the maintenance
of their cer ﬁca ons.
RCAP caters this trainings to small systems operators because they are
o en faced with diﬃcult
issues and don’t have as
extensive of resources as
larger system operators.
FUNDING SOURCE:
EPA1
CONGRESSIONAL
DISTRICT:
7 (Lance)

Ossipee Mountains Estates, New
Hampshire (con nued)

Water Operator Training in Kenil‐
worth, New Jersey (con nued)

ciency that needed attention.

lunch. “We made a
conscious effort as a
section to have a good
location and good food
on the section’s dime
because we thought it
would make a difference to the people in
attendance,” said NJ
AWWA section manager Mona Cavalcoli. The
2017 full-day New Jersey Operator training
was held in Kenilworth
in October. Over 20
small system operators
attended this RCAP and
NJ AWWA sponsored
workshop which focused on drinking water
quality. The workshop
included curriculum
topics from the list
above related to “How
to Achieve and Maintain Compliance with
the Safe Drinking Water Act”. The course
was approved by the
New Jersey Department
of Environmental Protection (NJ DEP) for
6.5 Training Contact
Hours to help operators
be eligible for a firsttime certification or
maintain their existing
certification.

RCAP went onsite to collect GPS points of known
gate valves and to verify
the gate valves described
on the original map, as well
as curbstops, known leaks,
etc. The operations committee then worked with
RCAP to develop a best
known up to date that map
of the system so map layers
were created of the known
and assumed assets, including gatevalves and blow
offs. Another layer was
created to show system
needs, which was mostly
comprised of needed gatevalves to get control of the
system for isolation purposes and included areas where
leaks had been reported.
Based on current condition,
a distribution system failure
was imminent, and would
most likely occur during
the winter while awaiting
the next construction season to begin. However, the
engineering firm affirmed
that construction would not
be able to start until next
construction season due to
the timing of the release of
project funds from USDA
RD.
RCAP Solutions advocated
for Ossipee Mountains Estates for funding immediate
repairs prior to winter during a NH funder’s coordination meeting with USDA
and NHDES. RCAP Solutions recounted the imminent needs within the system. RCAP conveyed
where the major problem
area was located and argued that by replacing the
most vulnerable piping this
construction season, it

would most likely see
them through the winter
and save them from a catastrophic system failure
event, which would cost
the system several thousands of dollars in patchwork repairs (money they
did not have to spare).
NHDES and USDA both
agreed with RCAP for the
need of an initial construction phase and USDA RD
funds were released for
immediate use as long as
they were used for the
“new piping system”.
July 14th, the engineering
firm reached out to
NHDES about initiating a
Phase I or Contract 1 of
the project in the fall, in
order to install some new
piping in the area close to
the wells where it was
believed the most significant leaks were located
and should be finalizing
this approach soon. The
engineering contract with
the Board was being finalized so they could proceed
with the design work. At
this point, RCAP Solutions exited the project as
their objectives had been
completed and the system
was well on their way to
avoid potential system
failure over the winter
months. RCAP created an
updated map of the current water system and enabled an interim solution to
update the most vulnerable areas of the system
prior to the next construction season when they are
expecting USDA RD
funding to be released for
a full system replacement.

The workshop included
exercises and a question
-and-answer period
where participants
broke into work groups
and did hands-on problem solving. Networking was also a very
12

large component of this
training and participants
were able to learn from
each other as well as the
professional trainers.
RCAP staff received overwhelmingly positive feedback and it was noted in the
evaluations that attendees
felt the quality of the training was very high. RCAP
has already conducted an
asset management training
in 2018 in New Brunswick
in collaboration with NJ
DEP and Rutgers—120
operators were in attendance. RCAP plans to conduct at least two more water operator trainings this
year in the state.
“We have all this really
great training for smaller
utilities, training which can
be tailored to specific
needs...each organization
has extensive expertise and
strong connections to small
systems which enables us
to provide free quality
training to folks who need
it most. Instructors have
extensive training in water
issues. They have
knowledge of the local
landscape and issues that
smaller systems in particular areas are constantly
faced with,” - Kami Johle
Butt, AWWA's Former
Manager of ETS Business
Programs.

East Branch Water System Upgrade, Town of Hancock, New York
Candace Balmer, New York State Lead │ New York
845.332.0257 │ cbalmer@rcapsolutions.org
mum needed to be eligible
to compete for CDBG
funds. The survey documented that fully 64.8% of
the residents were considered low-to-moderate income. RCAP provided
the Town with the survey
results as well as the
methodology and supporting documentation for the
CDBG application.
In December 2017, it was
announced that the NYS
Office of Community Renewal awarded the project
$595,500 in CDBG grant
funds. More than two
thirds of the project costs
are associated with
providing the 3,000-foot
service line from the site
of the new well to the existing system. The Town
plans to use the income
survey results to support a
second CDBG application
this year in order to fully
replace the distribution
system as well. This valuable grant funding will
help to keep rates reasonable for this lower income
community instead of paying over $900 a year per
household, which would
have been the case if they
had to pay 100% out of
pocket for the needed upgrades and interconnection. The project, once
complete, will also allow
the Boil Water Order to be
lifted, so residents will
have water in compliance
with the Safe Drinking
Water Act flowing from
their taps for the first time
in nearly three years.

Preferred site for new East Branch Well: The Town Park
The private water company serving 42 homes in the
hamlet of East Branch in
the Town of Hancock, located in Delaware County,
is fed by two deep, lowproducing wells and by
springs that have been determined to be groundwater under the direct influence of surface water
(GWUDI). The system’s
infrastructure is aging, and
the Water Board that has
been running the system
for many years was overwhelmed by the magnitude of the need to upgrade the system and bring
it back into compliance.
The Town of Hancock
offered to take over the
water system and commissioned an engineering
study to evaluate alternatives and estimated costs.
The cost of the suggested
improvements was projected to triple the existing
water rates. Fortunately,
having the Town take over
the system enabled East

Branch to be eligible to
compete for CDBG funds
to pay for the muchneeded upgrade. In order
to document financial
need, RCAP Solutions assisted the Town to document the % Low-toModerate Income (LMI)
Individuals in the service
area through the completion of an income survey.
RCAP Solutions helped
the Town to initiate the
survey by providing the
survey form, a sample cover letter, and survey instructions. RCAP received
the completed surveys,
processed the data in a
specialized database, provided periodic updates,
and assisted the Town to
achieve the required 95%
return rate through followup door-to-door canvassing. The survey documented that the percentage
of residents served by the
system exceeded 51.0%
LMI Individuals, the mini-

PROBLEM:
The East Branch water
system has been under a
Boil Water Order from
the health department
for almost three years. A
recently-completed Preliminary Engineering Report suggested that
without outside funding
assistance, a project to
resolve the problem
would cost residents upwards of $900 per year
per household.
SOLUTION:
The Town of Hancock is
proposing to take over
the water system and
provide a new well
source; ul mately, they
also plan to upgrade the
aging distribu on system. RCAP Solu ons
completed an income
survey to document income eligibility of the
service area to compete
for a Community Development Block Grant
(CDBG) to pay for the
improvements; the system was deemed eligible
and the applica on was
funded.
FUNDING SOURCE:
HHS
CONGRESSIONAL
DISTRICT:
19 (Faso)
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Financial Management in Beneze e Township, Pennsylvania
Sukhwindar Singh, Director of Education & Training │ Pennsylvania
814.861.7072 │ ssingh@rcapsolutions.org
PROBLEM:
The Beneze e
Wastewater System received nearly $2.5 million in loan and grant
funding from USDA’s
Water and Wastewater
Loan and Grant Program.
The system was struggling to meet all of
USDA’s ﬁnancial and repor ng requirements
and was especially perplexed on how to manage a system whose popula on served increases
signiﬁcantly seasonally
due to local tourism.
SOLUTION:
RCAP Solu ons provided
much need ﬁnancial and
managerial training and
technical assistance to
help the system compile
the required USDA documenta on including
their annual budgets and
audits. RCAP has con nued to build local capacity so the system can
properly manage its debt
service and will be ﬁnancially sustainable long
into the future.
FUNDING SOURCE:
USDA RD Technitrain
CONGRESSIONAL
DISTRICT:
5 (Thompson)

project from USDA and
became aware that the system needed help to get items
together for their audit. In
addition, the system personnel needed training on Annual Budget Preparation and
Financial Reporting for
WEP Borrowers. RCAP
staff has continued to assist
with this task as well as with
the preparation of an Emergency Response Plan for the
system. The outcome of this
RCAP work is that the system will be more efficient
and able to manage its infrastructure more effectively.
Finally, it is clear that the
system has billing and treatment challenges, which is
partially due to the some-

Benezette Township is located in Elk County, Pennsylvania in the northwestern region of the state. The Township contains the unincorporated communities of Medix
Run, Benezette, Summerson,
Grant, and Dents Run, all in
the valley of the Bennett
Branch
Sinnemahoning
Creek.
Eastern elk once
roamed statewide, but colonization and overhunting
forced out the entire native
population by the late
1800’s. The establishment of
the Game Commission a
decade later allowed for the
reintroduction of Elk in
Pennsylvania from the west
so that today, Benezette is
known as the “Elk Capital of
Pennsylvania”. The local
Quehanna Wild Area is a
wildlife area comprised of
parts of Cameron, Clearfield
and Elk counties that was
founded in the 1950s as a
nuclear research center and
because of this, the area has
a legacy of radioactive and
toxic waste contamination
while simultaneously being
the largest state forest wild
area in Pennsylvania.

times-unpredictable influx of
visitors and campers on a seasonal basis.
As a result of the ongoing
technical assistance and training, RCAP has improved the
capacity of local officials to
better manage their newer
wastewater facility, and improve budgeting activities and
reporting, especially those
required by USDA as part of
their loan terms. The longterm benefit will be improved
system sustainability and
emergency response. This
help provided by RCAP will
better enable Benezette to
manage their finances responsibly and to meet the covenants of their USDA/RUS
loan.

In 2012, Benezette Township received a $1,301,000
Water and Environment Program (WEP) loan and a
$1,114,000 WEP Grant from
USDA Rural Development
to construct a wastewater
collection and treatment system to service 160 or more
of the township's residents in
addition to the large number
of tourists who visit the area
each year. A press release
provided by USDA at the
time justified the project’s
need “…the continued discharge of raw and semitreated sewage into streams
represents a constant threat
to water resources for residents, visitors and wildlife.”
In late 2014, RCAP staff
received a referral for the

Sinnemahonig near Benezette Township
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Infrastructure Mapping, Coaldale Borough, Pennsylvania
Seth Loht, GIS Specialist │ Pennsylvania
814.289.9340 │ sloht@rcapsolutions.org

Coaldale is a rural community located in southern Pennsylvania in Bedford County
on the northern shores of Six
Mile Run. Coaldale originated as a coal mining town in
the early and mid-1800’s and
the industry thrived for nearly 150 years. Coal mining
has given way to natural gas
in recent decades and Coaldale has experienced several
‘boom and bust’ periods
from this industry.
Many rural communities in
Pennsylvania face significant
technical, managerial, and
financial issues with their
water and wastewater systems. Coaldale Borough is
fortunate to have very competent leadership and a capable staff, but often faces issues with aging infrastructure and lack of funding to
replace said infrastructure.
Additionally, the water authority needed to complete
an updated asset inventory
and up to date water system
maps. There has also been
interest with the authority
merging or being acquired
by one of the neighboring
systems. An accurate and
detailed inventory and set of
maps is essential for any
type of long term planning or
future strategic decision
making—and the more positive attributes a smaller system has to bring to the table,
the more desirable a merger
might be to the larger entity.

In 2014,
USDA
Rural
Community Development
Initiative
awarded
RCAP
Solutions
a grant to
provide
GPS and
GIS mapping services to a
number of rural low-income
communities, including
Coaldale. The water authority manager has been very
involved and supportive of
every aspect of the RCAP
project. Over a 3-day period
in spring 2017, RCAP and
Coaldale water authority
staff completed a comprehensive GPS inventory of the
entire water system. This
data was then transferred to a
GIS mapping system and
RCAP was able to provide
the authority with several
large scale printed plotter
maps of the water system.
Coaldale also received Excel
spreadsheets with locational
information for all of their
assets to better manage their
inventory. RCAP was also
able to scan and provide digital copies of the system’s
legacy maps for their record
keeping.

RCAP Solutions provided
the GIS mapping data to the
Bedford County GIS and
Planning Departments to
create an online water application to view the authority’s data. This solution will
help keep the GIS data up-to
-date and easily accessible
to the authority, county, and
system engineers. RCAP has
remained in contact with
Coaldale Borough since
completing the project and
has provided additional data
and maps to assist with various grant applications they
are submitting to help fund
their crumbling infrastructure.

PROBLEM:
Coaldale, like many rural
communi es, has aging
infrastructure in desperate need of replacement.
They also lacked an updated inventory of their
system’s assets and did
not have an up-to-date
map of their water system. Adequate funding
has been a hurdle to
mee ng any of these
needs.

This project allowed Coaldale Borough to have an
accurate, detailed inventory
of all their assets and accurate, up to date system
maps. This will help them
immensely with the effectiveness of their day to day
operational work and will
also assist with long term
managerial and financial
planning. Additionally,
RCAP Solutions was able to
network and establish important relationships with
several Bedford County
departments that will be of
future benefit to other communities we might assist in
that part of the state in the
future.

SOLUTION:
RCAP Solu ons was able
to assist the community
to complete a full asset
inventory using GPS
technology and created
new GIS water system
maps which the borough
can access to help op mize day to day operaons and augment long
term planning.
FUNDING SOURCE:
USDA Rural Community
Development Ini a ve
CONGRESSIONAL
DISTRICT:
9 (Schuster)
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Gilberton Sewer Department, Gilberton, Pennsylvania
Sukhwindar Singh, Director of Education & Training │ Pennsylvania
814.861.7072 │ ssingh@rcapsolutions.org
PROBLEM:
Gilberton Sewer Department was on the path to
defaul ng on their USDA
debt service caused by
issues such as staﬀ turnover and a high percentage of delinquent customer accounts.
SOLUTION:
RCAP Solu ons trained
the system’s new staﬀ
on system ﬁnances and
management, helped the
system develop a reasonable rate increase
and also to launch a
campaign to reduce the
number of delinquent
accounts all of which
helped the system become more ﬁnancially
viable and meet all of
the requirements of
their debt service.
FUNDING SOURCE:
USDA RD
CONGRESSIONAL
DISTRICT:
17 (Cartwright)

This rural area in
north central
Pennsylvania once
thrived during the
industrial revolution due to its
proximity to vast
quantities of high
grade coal. Recently however,
this region has
experienced hard
times with the demise of the coal
and related industries. Jobs are
scarce as indicated
by a median
household income
of $24,792 and
26.1 % of residents living below
the poverty level.

ment’s financial situation
and offering to wave penalties and interest, if customer balances were paid
in full. This program had
remarkable success and
Gilberton was well on
their way to financial solvency.

USDA referred RCAP
Solutions to the Borough,
concerned they might default on their debt service
obligations. A high number of delinquent customer
accounts were negatively
affecting the system’s revenue flows. In addition,
the manager resigned and
was replaced by a new
secretary that had little
municipal experience.
RCAP staff quickly responded to the USDA request for technical assistance by meeting with the
secretary and training her
in municipal government
and familiarizing her with
files and reports in the
office. The delinquent policy regulations were located and reviewed. The existing policy was deemed
insufficient and was updated with RCAP’s help.
A public relations campaign was undertaken to
explain the sewer depart-

A devastating flood hit the
town and 20% of its customers were lost due to
destroyed or condemned
homes. RCAP worked
with USDA staff to reamortize their debt service. A condition of the
refinancing was a rate increase and that two reserve accounts for ongoing system maintenance
be fully funded at $30,000
each. RCAP staff worked
with the system to calculate a recommended rate
increase. RCAP continues
to work with the sewer
department on annual
budget development to
ensure that revenues are
sufficient to cover opera16

tions & maintenance expense and debt service obligations.
The system has demonstrated fiscal responsibility and
will be a viable financial
entity for the foreseeable
future. In addition, RCAP
helped Gilberton with developing an “RFP” to hire
contract operators resulting
in savings to the Borough
and a higher quality of operations and reporting.
RCAP has conducted security training and emergency
response planning to better
help the system respond to
any emergency, natural or
man-made.

Infrastructure Mapping in Lewistown Borough, Pennsylvania
Seth Loht, GIS Specialist │ Pennsylvania
814.289.9340 │ sloht@rcapsolutions.org

Lewistown is a rural community located in central
Pennsylvania in Mifflin
County. Lewistown originated as a major transportation hub in the 1800’s
connecting Philadelphia,
Harrisburg, and Pittsburgh
by the railroad and canal
system. Lewistown also
continued to thrive in the
early and mid-1900’s with
several large industries,
well-paying jobs, and a
bustling downtown full of
shops and theatres. As
industries eventually
moved and businesses
shut down in the 1970’s,
Lewistown has struggled
to regain its traction and
faces many of the same
issues as other rural communities: aging infrastructure and lack of quality
jobs. The population of
the borough was 8,338 in
2010, decreasing from
13,894 in 1950. The median household income level
was $30,993 in 2016,
nearly $24,000 less than
the Pennsylvania
statewide median.
The Municipal Authority
of the Borough of Lewis-

ed a new GPS inventory
of the hydrants and gate
valves to have a complete
and accurate GIS database. RCAP is also increasing the value of the
completed GIS system
through ESRI’s ArcGIS
Online by creating several
web and mobile applications for the system to use.
RCAP was able to demonstrate how MABL will be
able to use their existing
software to improve their
asset management program to plan for future
capital improvements, and
how to provide GIS applications for office and field
personnel. RCAP and
MABL staff also regularly
met with the Mifflin
County GIS Department
supervisor to share data
and resources.

town (MABL) is fortunate
to have very competent
leadership and a capable
staff, and the current executive director of the authority is credited with
being a self-taught GIS
user. He created their existing GIS program nearly
10 years ago at the authority. This was a daunting
task, considering his other
responsibilities; he had to
create accurate GIS records of a system with
nearly 300 miles of water
mains, 600 hydrants, and
12,000 customer accounts.

RCAP was able to provide
the Municipal Authority
of the Borough of Lewistown a complete and updated GIS database, a
framework for a successful asset management program to ensure accurate
and responsible long term
financial planning, and
new tools needed to provide GIS solutions to the
office and field staff to
augment their daily work.
The completed project
will increase the efficiency of long and short term
projects, save money, and
have accurate records of
the system inventory that
can be used and updated
into the future.

The original GPS data was
collected nearly a decade
ago and has since fallen
out of date, especially
since GPS equipment then
did not have the accuracy
of modern GPS units.
RCAP found that the GIS
database and mapping
system needed extensive
updates, with many sections of the service area
being incomplete or having inaccurate data. Rather
than trying to verify each
existing data point, RCAP
and MABL staff complet-
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PROBLEM:
The Municipal Authority
of the Borough of Lewistown needed updated
digital maps of their water system to assist with
asset management/long
term infrastructure planning as well as op mizing daily opera ons, but
the town lacked the required training, support,
and equipment to complete this work.
SOLUTION:
RCAP Solu ons was able
to assist the community
with upda ng their inventory of all system assets using GPS technology and trained staﬀ on
new GIS technology
which the authority will
use for short and longterm opera ons and
planning for many years
to come.
FUNDING SOURCE:
HHS
CONGRESSIONAL
DISTRICT:
10 (Marino)

Financial Management in Shenandoah, Pennsylvania
Sukhwindar Singh, Director of Education & Training │ Pennsylvania
814.861.7072 │ ssingh@rcapsolutions.org
PROBLEM:
Shenandoah is located in
coal country and has
consequently been experiencing economic decline for many years.
They currently have a
median household income that is at about
50% of the statewide
median. They have been
struggling with ﬁnancial
management and developing a more sustainable
rate structure to cover
system opera ng costs
and their debt service to
USDA, while s ll keeping
prices fair to their lowincome customers.
SOLUTION:
RCAP Solu ons, at the
request of USDA, has
been suppor ng the
community by providing
extensive ﬁnancial and
managerial technical assistance and training to
ensure the Municipal
Authority remains in
compliance with all
USDA borrower requirements and con nues to
pay oﬀ their infrastructure loan debt.
FUNDING SOURCE:
USDA RD Technitrain
CONGRESSIONAL
DISTRICT:
17 (Cartwright)

Schuylkill County is located
in northeastern Pennsylvania
to the north of the Lehigh
Valley and the Reading metropolitan areas in the heart of
the Anthracite Coal region of
Eastern Pennsylvania. Anthracite, commonly known as
hard coal, has been commercially mined and prepared in
this region for more than 150
years, and at one time, in the
early twentieth century, employed over 180,000 workers.

pal Authority of the Borough
of Shenandoah on USDA
reports and filing requirements so that the system
could maintain a water rate
sufficient to meet its debt
repayment and remain economically self-sufficient.
RCAP has consistently assisted the manager with the preparation of the Annual budget
and a new rate structure was
adopted over the years as
well.

After World War II, demand
for Anthracite fell sharply
and today the Anthracite industry employs only about
1,000 people. This shift has
resulted in the loss of jobs,
loss of population and economic hardship in many
communities, including the
Borough of Shenandoah. The
community’s Median Household Income is $27,659
which is considered to be
very low income.

RCAP also advised the Authority to refer collections on
past due accounts to a third
party. This year, the Authority has voted to add additional
penalties to delinquent accounts to increase operating
revenue. These penalties
were adopted by the board
and system finances have
begun to stabilize. In 2017
and early 2018, RCAP has
continued to review income
and operating expenses for
the system including Year–To
- Date actuals from their
QuickBooks reports.

Economic development attempts have been made to
attract manufacturing, but
manufacturing has never
taken off in this region. One
of the largest customers on
the Shenandoah Water System is Ateeco, Inc., the parent company for Mrs. T’s
Pierogies. This industrial
account provides significant
income for the water system.

RCAP has advised the Authority to review and set rates
on an annual basis, and RCAP
continues to educate them on
this need. The local wind
farm is currently acting as an
additional non-operating revenue source for the water system from land leases to the
turbine company but how
long this supplemental income will continue is unclear.

Over the years, RCAP Technical Assistance Providers
have assisted several communities in this region as they
sought grant and loan funds
through the USDA Water and
Wastewater Loan and Grant
Program* to develop and
update their rural water and
sewer systems. RCAP staff
have served the Municipal
Authority of the Borough of
Shenandoah since 2013. The
Authority provides potable
water and fire protection to
approximately 3,080 residential customers.

Other services that RCAP has
provided include training on
the Basics of Budgeting and
Bookkeeping, conducting a
vulnerability assessment and
developing an emergencyresponse plan, both of which
are now requirements to receive USDA loan and grant
funding. This help provided
by RCAP Solutions will better enable Shenandoah to
manage their finances and to
meet the covenants of their
USDA/RUS loan.

In 2014, RCAP began assisting and training the Munici-
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Furthermore, the RCAP technical assistance complements
the delivery of the federal loan
and grant dollars to this system. RCAP is hopeful that in
the near future, Shenandoah
will begin to make additional
incremental increases to their
rates to cover rising costs, set
money aside for emergencies
and capital improvements, and
not be as reliant on nonoperating income to run their
system—all of which will
make them much more financially solvent and sustainable
into the future.
“We have a balanced budget
with reserve accounts and submit USDA RD required financial reports in a timely fashion.
RCAP has also helped Shenandoah in the past by giving free
training on Emergency Response Planning. This training
will help to improve the Authority’s response to emergencies and enable our operators
to obtain credits for renewing
their PA DEP licenses.” Mary
Lou Jaskierski, former Manager for the Municipal Authority
of the Borough of Shenandoah
*More than 98% of rural
Americans obtain their drinking water from small systems
and the USDA Water/
Wastewater Loan and Grant
Program is vital to assuring
the highest quality of drinking
water to this sector of rural
America where the cost of operating and maintaining these
systems is significantly higher
than in urban areas. Larger
water utilities can issue municipal bonds and access private
capital for system improvements, but for the majority of
medium, small and very small
water systems, the municipal
bond market and access to
private capital is not an option.
Therefore, small rural systems,
like Shenandoah, rely on this
vital loan and grant program
as well as the accompanying
technical assistance of the
RCAP program.

Water Operator Training in Wescosville, Pennsylvania
Sukhwindar Singh, Director of Education & Training │ Pennsylvania
814.861.7072 │ ssingh@rcapsolutions.org
Since 2014, RCAP has utilized EPA funding to successfully develop and deliver customized, participant-based
drinking water operator/
manager training that addresses compliance with the
Safe Drinking Water Act.
When this project started,
RCAP conducted a nationwide training needs analysis
with primacies across the
country to determine root
causes of compliance failure
for systems serving fewer
than 10,000 people. These
systems include community
water systems, non-transient
noncommunity water systems
(schools, factories, office
buildings and hospitals that
have their own system) and
transient noncommunity water systems (campgrounds
and stores where people do
not remain for long periods of
time). RCAP staff conduct
Annual Workplan meetings
with state primacy agencies to
identify the most desirable
training topics and address
each state’s needs. Operators
across the country have been
lining up to take advantage of
these free training opportunities sponsored by RCAP and
their national partner, the
American Water Works Association. Training topics

RCAP tries to address problems and solutions particular
to the operation of small
water systems.

include the following: Microbial Contaminants; Disinfection By-Products; Regulatory Overview for Operators;
Safe Drinking Water Act for
Managers, Boards, and
Councils; Distribution System Operations & Maintenance; Source Water Protection; Water Quality; CrossConnection Control; Strategies to Comply with Regulations; Nitrites/Nitrate; Arsenic; Radionuclides; Revised
Total Coliform Rule & Coliform Sampling; Ground Water Rule and Wellhead Protection; and Lead/Copper.

The 2017 full-day Pennsylvania Operator training was
held at the Lehigh County
Authority in Wescosville in
October. 27 small system
operators attended this
RCAP and PA AWWA
sponsored workshop which
focused on drinking water
quality. The workshop included curriculum topics
from the list above related to
“How to Achieve and Maintain Compliance with the
Safe Drinking Water Act”.
The course was approved by
the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection for 8 Training Contact Hours to help operators
be eligible for a first-time
certification or maintain
their existing certification.

RCAP’s grant is part of a
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency program to
competitively award funds to
non-profit organizations to
provide training and technical assistance for small
public water systems, small
wastewater systems and private well owners in urban
and rural communities.
More than 97 percent of the
nation’s 157,000 public water systems serve fewer than
10,000 people, and more
than 80 percent of those systems serve fewer than 500
people, according to the
EPA. Many small systems
face unique challenges in
providing reliable drinking
water and
wastewater
services that
meet federal
and state regulations. These
challenges can
include a lack
of financial
resources,
aging infrastructure and
high staff turnover. During
these training
sessions,

The workshop included exercises and a question-andanswer period where participants broke into work
groups and did hands-on
problem solving. Networking was also a very large
component of this training
and participants were able to
learn from each other as well
as the professional trainers.
RCAP staff received overwhelmingly positive feedback and it was noted in the
evaluations that attendees
felt the quality of the training was very high. RCAP
plans to conduct at least one
if not more water operator
trainings in the state again in
2018.
“I went outside while they
were demonstrating a hydrant test and a few of the
people said this is one of the
best trainings they have been
to.” -Trissina Trusdell,
Lehigh County Authority

Jeff Oxenford, Training and Technical Services Specialist
with RCAP, Inc. working with training attendees.
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PROBLEM:
Pennsylvania Water Operators are required to
a end regular trainings
for con nuing educa on
hours to maintain their
cer ﬁca ons, but o enmes me, loca on, frequency and cost of these
trainings can be prohibive.
SOLUTION:
RCAP Solu ons provides
at least one free full day
water operator training
every year in PA, as well
as at least one addi onal
half day training, in diverse loca ons so that
operators have suﬃcient
workshops available to
ensure the maintenance
of their cer ﬁca ons.
RCAP caters this trainings to small system operators because they are
o en faced with diﬃcult
issues and don’t have as
extensive of resources as
larger system operators.
FUNDING SOURCE:
EPA1
CONGRESSIONAL
DISTRICT:
15 (Dent)

Corcovada Solar Project, Anasco, Puerto Rico
Juan Campos Collazo, Community Development Specialist │ Puerto Rico
787.374.0196 │ jcollazo@rcapsolutions.org
PROBLEM:
The energy cost to operate the Corcovada water
system was extremely
high and not sustainable
for the community over
the long term.
SOLUTION:
RCAP Solu ons helped
Corcovada install solar
energy to operate the
water system, making
funding the system over
the long term much
more sustainable.
FUNDING SOURCE:
USDA RD Technitrain
CONGRESSIONAL
DISTRICT:
At Large (Gonzalez)

Corcovada is located in the
Northwest of Puerto Rico
in the town of Anasco. The
community consists of 142
families, has a water system composed of two wells
(Well #1 and Well #2) and
a 23,000-gallon distribution tank.
The main problem the system faced is the high cost
of energy they have each
month in operations. The
system submitted a proposal to USDA RD for financing a Solar Project for
the operation of the Water
System to lower the monthly costs of energy. The proposal was evaluated and
approved by USDA RD
and from there they requested that RCAP Solutions provide technical assistance throughout the
project.

Mr. Collazo attends the ribbon cutting for the opening of the
Cordova Solar Project

Technician inspected the
facilities in August 2015
and requested a Permit of
Use from the Office of
Management and Permits.

The project consisted of the
installation of 84 solar panels with three power inverters of seven Kilowatts
(Kw) each, for a total of 21
Kw, the amount needed by
the community to completely operate their water
system. The construction
and installation of the solar
panels started on December
6, 2014.

The Office of Management and Permits certified
by letter on January 2016
that this project in actuality
did not need a Permit of
Use. The letter was delivered to the PREPA office
and the community had to
wait for another 20 days for
the process of permits and
payments to the Municipality to be completed and
then the required certification from PREPA was given for the project. At last,
on Saturday April 29,
2017, the Corcovada Solar
Project opening was celebrated by the community;
all the partnering agencies,
organizations (including
RCAP Solutions) and com-

RCAP Solutions visited the
facilities during the initial
installation and met with
the board president and the
engineer in charge of the
project. RCAP Solutions
provided technical assistance and advice during the
project development. The
construction was completed in January 2015.
In order to start operation,
a certification from the
Puerto Rico Energy and
Power Authority (PREPA)
was needed. The PREPA
20

munity leaders from other
nearby towns, and Mayor of
Anasco were all present.
The project will ultimately
result in a significant reduction of the Puerto Rico Energy and Power Authority bill
to Corcovada. The savings in
energy can be used to cover
other community and water
system needs. The original
energy bill was around $800
and having the solar system
reduces the bill to around
$22.00 as was demonstrated
by a recent cost comparison.
RCAP Solutions provided
technical support and guidance to the community for
around three years but Corcovada’s success was also
thanks to their tenacity and
perseverance against many
obstacles.

Pozo de Agua: a Sustainable Water System A er Hurricane Maria
Josefa Torres-Olivio, District Director | Puerto Rico & U.S. Virgin Islands
787.725.6523 │ josefa@rcapsolutions.org
The Pozo de Agua system is
located in Caguas, Puerto
Rico. It is a well-organized
rural drinking water system
that is governed by a board
of directors and operated by
a licensed water operator.
The community was founded in 1971 and legally incorporated the water system
in 2004, as Pozo de Agua
Inc. When the community
was founded, it was just a
dairy farm that served water
to 65 families with a single
well (well #2). Through the
years, the community population increased, and service
had to be expanded to accommodate 200 customers.
They had to construct an
additional well (well #1)
and a 23,000-gallon storage
tank. Water from both wells
is treated with a chlorine
feeder pump prior to delivery to customers.
With the assistance of
RCAP Solutions, a feasibility study and environmental
report were completed to
support the needed upgrade
and expansion of the community water system. The
report identified the need
for another water source (an
additional well), a bigger
storage tank, individual water meters and the replacement of a section of the
main distribution pipeline.
Eventually, with the assistance of RCAP Solutions,
the community submitted a
loan application to USDA
Rural Development (RD)
for $874,000 to complete
this work.
Then Hurricane Maria
struck—which caused electrical outages across the
entire island and left most
people without running water. The goal for a community water system dealing
with a natural disaster is to
rapidly take action to identi-

fy damage, and to repair it
quickly, with little interruption of the water service
they provide to customers.
For Pozo de Agua, it was a
challenge to reestablish their
operations and distribution
services during the emergency. With the emergency
reserves they had set aside,
they bought a propane gas
generator and established an
oasis at Well #2, to serve
potable water to their own
community, a nearby water
system without working
services, and to others in
needed, too. With a pickup
truck and a cistern in the
back, they were also delivering water to customers
without their own transportation to access the established oasis.

disaster is on-going, and
construction will be complete this year.
A rural community water
system can quickly recover
from a disaster when they
demonstrate their managerial
and financial responsibility
and sustainability, which
was the case for Pozo de
Agua. They were also able
to help others nearby that
were in need.
“RCAP Solutions was the
only organization that supported, oriented and provided assistance to our rural
community before, during
and after the impact of Hurricane Maria. We very
thankful to them and to the
Puerto Rico USDA Rural
Development office.” Testimonial- Miguel A. Santiago,
Pozo de Agua board president and licensed Water Operator.

With the assistance of
RCAP Solutions, a request
of authorization to buy a
more permanent and powerful generator and the corresponding documentation
was submitted immediately
to USDA RD, who
then approved it,
allowing the system
to acquire a 60Kw 3
phase 208-volt generator to operate
well #1, which is a
high-water production well. With this
new $32,000 generator, the system was
finally able to distribute drinking water through their
main pipelines to all
customers. The community areas still
remain without centralized power from
the grid, but with
this generator, they
have safe drinking
water 24/7. The
USDA RD water
project that was
Ms. Torres-Olivio and Operator,
funded prior to the

Miguel A. Santiago.
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PROBLEM:
The Pozo de Agua water
system needed upgrades
for its exis ng infrastructure as well as system
expansion due to an increasing popula on as
well as funding assistance for these projects
to subsidize the cost. In
the midst of this work,
the system was hit with
the devasta on of Hurricane Maria which severely disrupted the opera on of their water
system.
SOLUTION:
RCAP Solu ons assisted
with a feasibility study
and an environmental
report, and priority system needs were iden ﬁed. RCAP helped the
system apply for loan
funding for the iden ﬁed
needs. A er Hurricane
Maria, RCAP helped the
system to provide emergency water service to
their customers and to
get all regular opera ons
equipment back up and
running.
FUNDING SOURCE:
USDA RD Technitrain
CONGRESSIONAL
DISTRICT:
At Large (Gonzalez)

Hurricane María Relief and Recovery in San Diego, Coamo, Puerto Rico
Edwin Vazquez-Asencio, Sustainable Materials Management Specialist │ Puerto Rico
787.445.0076 │ evazquez-asencio@rcapsolutions.org
PROBLEM:
The community of San
Diego was providing water to their community
without the oﬃcial status of being a public water system and the permi ng and regula on
that comes with that.
They also had an unreliable water source which
was devastated during
Hurricane Maria, leaving
the community without
potable water.
SOLUTION:
RCAP has been working
with the system to complete the paperwork and
requirements to be an
oﬃcial public water system, was in the process
of helping them to relocate their poorly placed
well when the storm hit.
Since then, RCAP has
been assis ng other nonproﬁts to get essen al
resources to the community to ensure that potable water is provided in
the interim un l the
community’s electricity
and well are back up and
running.
FUNDING SOURCE:
HHS
CONGRESSIONAL
DISTRICT:
At Large (Gonzalez)

rural areas on the island. Hurricane Irma
brought rain and landslides to the area, leaving them without communication and in terrible condition. A
week later, Hurricane
Maria, considered the
worst storm in the history of Puerto Rico,
took out what little was
left. The community
lost
their well and part
Mr. Vazquez-Asencio teaches commuof their distribution
nity members about the importance of system. The well area
water purification.
was covered by three
to four feet of rocks,
gravel and pebbles.
San Diego is a small commuThe island’s main power grid
nity located in the hills of
was destroyed, with no elecCoamo, Puerto Rico. They
tric power in San Diego and
have been providing water to
the estimated time for recovcommunity members for a
ery is still unknown. The comlong time, but not under the
munity was able to get the old
official status of a public wawater system online with a
ter system. Because of this,
superficial water source, a
the water quality has not been
small storage tank and gravity
regulated for many years. The
-fed distribution, but without
PR Department of Health, in
any kind of filtration, disinfeccoordination with the EPA,
tion or water quality testing.
referred them to RCAP SoluThis was the only choice they
tions to help them to develop
had to continue water service
an official and reliable system.
for their residents.
The community, with a small
After RCAP’s assessment of
donation from the municipal
the situation, San Diego was
government, drilled a well
instructed to inform the comdespite the topography chalmunity members about the
lenges of the area. Their ecochange of source, the absence
nomic restrictions and a lack
of treatment, and the need to
of technical assistance at the
boil the water before using it.
time of construction caused
them to place the well beIn the efforts to provide altertween a ditch and a pluvial
natives to the community,
discharging area. When RCAP
RCAP Solutions contacted
Solutions evaluated the situaWater Mission (WM), a faithtion, RCAP taught the combased not for profit organizamunity about the elevated risk
tion that seeks to ensure safe
of losing the well in its current
drinking water access across
location and the immediate
the globe. RCAP coordinated
negative effects that they
a site visit to perform a second
might face if a heavy rain
assessment, and water samples
event occurs.
were taken to determine the
kind of treatment needed. This
RCAP helped them chlorinate
would allow the team to deterthe water and become complimine the best course of action
ant with the required test
and decide whether point of
schedules. As the system beuse filters were an option for
gan making positive changes,
the community.
the catastrophic hurricanes hit
Puerto Rico; and Coamo was
RCAP coordinated the delivdevastated, along with most
ery of a Kohler Clarifier pro-
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vided by Water Mission, an
effective filtration system that
can purify drinking water without electricity.
RCAP Solutions coordinated
assistance, teaching the community about the equipment
and disinfection. Aquatabs were
provided for additional water
disinfection after the filtration
process, thanks to the Puerto
Rico Department of Health.
Water Mission staff has provided meaningful assistance with
many RCAP Solutions supported communities, resulting in a
very fruitful partnership. After
WM’s intervention during the
emergency phase, they are
counting on RCAP Solutions’
support to follow up and assist
with the long-term recovery
process of this small public
system. As a result of this collaboration, the residents of San
Diego have filtered water and
are less vulnerable to diseases
related to the consumption of
untreated water.
This disaster has presented an
opportunity for this community.
For many years, the community
as a whole has participated
minimally in the administration
of the water system, but this
crisis has forced them to become better educated about
their drinking water and will
hopefully create a willingness
to become more involved in the
future.
Most recently, RCAP Solutions
helped the community recover
their missing well casing and
the well pump. While their generator cannot carry the electric
load of running the system,
RCAP will assist the community in reconstructing their well in
a more secure location that
should prevent future damage.
San Diego is working hard to
recover what was lost and
RCAP will help them maximize
limited resources and ensure the
best possible long-term results.

Recovery of Hazardous Waste in Pa llas, Puerto Rico
Edwin Vazquez-Asencio, Sustainable Materials Management Specialist │ Puerto Rico
787.445.0076 │ evazquez-asencio@rcapsolutions.org
growing economies like India,
Indonesia or Malaysia, and it
is very expensive to export
these large items. Other items
like printers containing ink
cartridges cannot be accepted
because they must be separated and there may not be the
means to dispose of them
properly as the market for ink
cartridges is also limited.
The EPA helped dispose of
many of the HHW items that
could not be recycled, but ink
could not be received for disposal, so as a result, printers
could not be accepted.
Mr. Vazquez-Asencio (right) at the electronics collection
event.
With the assistance of a few
community volunteers from
Barrio Collores, Pontifical
Catholic University students,
and municipal representatives, RCAP Solutions conducted an electronic (ewaste) and Household Hazardous Waste (HHW) collection event in Juana Diaz.
As part of the solid waste
program, RCAP has been
educating communities about
the negative impacts of
household hazardous waste
on the environment and public health, as well as looking
at ways to promote participation in recycling activities.
While many materials can be
recycled and taken out of the
waste stream, residents don’t
know which items or how
and where to recycle them.
After evaluating the data
from past RCAP cleanup
events as well as illegal
dumping sites, RCAP discovered the need for education related to e-waste in
particular. Interaction with
community members and
other stakeholders has
demonstrated that there is a
lack of knowledge on this
topic, leading to the creation

of illegal dumping sites, and
the mixing of these products
in the normal waste stream
and landfill system.
In an effort to educate residents and make improvements in this area, RCAP
organized a small e-waste
collection event in December, with the collaboration of
the Juana Diaz municipality.
As a result, RCAP collected
2,880 lbs. of electronics
which were processed and
recycled. Another 10,000
lbs. of non-recyclable HHW
were collected and properly
disposed of according to the
guidance in the Electronic
Code of Federal Regulations.
Even though the event only
lasted four hours, the amount
of e-waste that was diverted
from being illegally dumped
was considerable.
Non-conforming items are
difficult to identify and depend on factors associated
with the local recycler, the
current market, or the item’s
condition. Items like old
TV’s are depreciated in the
market, and the options for
selling their components are
only viable in countries with

The materials recovered were
treated according to regulations and will not end up in
the local municipal landfill, a
landfill that is not suitable for
these kinds of toxic materials.
The success of this event and
related activities can be measured in many different ways:
it was extremely educational
for local residents, students
and municipal staff; it served
as a kickoff for the recycling
industry in the area; it acted as
a means to divert materials
from the main waste stream
and reduce their impact in our
limited landfills; and it served
as a way to protect the environment and public lands
from illegal dumping and
ultimately, protect public
health.
“This activity is something
that I was looking forward to
for a long time; I had a huge
old TV sitting in my house
because I didn’t know what I
was going to do with it,” commented Karina Zayas, Host of
WPAB Radio 550 AM in
Ponce. “I used to remove the
batteries from a radio, flash
light or remote control and
throw them in the trash, as
well as light bulbs. After our
last radio interview, I put the
batteries and bulbs in a Ziploc
bag, and take them to the recycling center; now I know
23

PROBLEM:
Electronic and household
hazardous waste are typically diﬃcult and expensive to dispose of and
because of this, these
items o en end up as
part of illegal dumping
which is poten ally hazardous to the environment and is an eyesore
for locals and tourists
alike.
SOLUTION:
RCAP Solu ons, in collabora on with the local
municipality and university, planned a collec on
day so that residents
from all over the area
could dispose of their
electronic and household hazardous waste
items in the most responsible manner and at
no cost to them. Nearly
3,000 pounds of electronics were disposed of
properly as a result of
this event and more than
three mes that amount
of other household hazardous waste was collected and processed.
FUNDING SOUIRCE:
USDA RD Solid Waste
CONGRESSIONAL
DISTRICT:
At Large (Gonzalez)

Four Seasons Community Qualiﬁes for Funding, Tiverton, Rhode Island
Jim Starbard, Massachusetts State Lead │ Massachusetts
978.502.0227 │ jstarbard@rcapsolutions.org
PROBLEM:
The Four Seasons Manufactured Housing Community is in desperate
need of replacement of
their crumbling drinking
water distribu on system and had been working on a State Revolving
Fund (SRF) Applica on to
help pay for the project
for many years without
success.
SOLUTION:
RCAP Solu ons helped
the community complete
an income survey to
demonstrate ﬁnancial
need to get the best possible mix of loan and
grant funds to complete
the project and worked
with the system to ensure the funding applicaon was completed in its
en rety and submi ed
to the state for considera on.
FUNDING SOURCE:
HHS
CONGRESSIONAL
DISTRICT:
1 (Cicilline)

The Four Seasons
Manufactured
Housing Community is in the small
sea side town of
Tiverton, RI. The
Four Seasons Community is in desperate need of replacement of their crumbling drinking water distribution system and had been
working on a State
Revolving Fund
(SRF) Application
to assist with funding the project for
many years without
success.
On request from the
Rhode Island Department of Public Health
Drinking Water Program,
RCAP Solutions worked
with the Four Seasons
Community to successfully apply for SRF funding.
It is possible a portion of
this funding could be
grant money versus just
low interest loan funds
due to the community’s
proven financial need
based on their median income. This work required
many aspects of coordination, collaboration and
effort from all parties involved.
Many of the engineering
and cost bids required for
the funding application
were not complete or
needed to be updated due
to being outdated. RCAP
Solutions specialists
worked with the community to get these needed
documents and insured
they met the specifications
needed by the RI SRF
Program. This work in24

cluded collaboration with
area engineers and vendors to get accurate cost
estimates based on SRF
requirements and guidelines.

proven income survey results. The income survey
was accepted by the State of
Rhode Island to be used in
the community’s SRF application.

Secondly and most substantially, RCAP Solutions assisted the community to conduct an income
survey of all their residents to prove financial
need based on income
levels compared to the
area median income.
Work such as this requires
significant public outreach
and education to residents
to get buy in and participation in the survey. This
work was highly successful as the survey resulted
in an astonishing 100%
participation rate from the
residents—this is very
rare. The income survey
results did indeed show
the community should be
eligible for better loan and
grant terms from the SRF
program based on their

Currently the community’s
application is pending approval by the SRF program
with the hopes of starting
construction of the community’s new distribution system in the summer of 2018.
RCAP Solutions expects to
continue to assist the community throughout the construction phase to ensure the
community is properly represented and to provide
technical assistance to ensure smooth construction
and maintain that all SRF
guidelines are met during
and after construction.

Barnet Fire District #2, Vermont
Mark Johnson, Vermont State Lead │ Vermont
802.505.1037 │ mjohnson@rcapsolutions.org
Despite recent source water and treatment plant improvements made by Barnet Fire District #2
(BFD2), maintaining regulatory compliance is a real
challenge - as it is for
many rural communities.
The water system, which
serves about 205 customers, had been under a boilwater advisory since 2004
due to long-term source
water deficiencies. In 2014
members of the community expressed a desire to
acquire the system from its
private owner, and RCAP
Solutions facilitated several steps in this process.
The goal of the purchase
was to give the community
more control over the fate
of its water system. As a
publicly owned water system, BFD2 would be able
to access federal funding
sources for long overdue
improvements.
In February of 2017, BFD2
completed a major source
water improvement project. This should have
marked an important milestone for the community,
as they were able to lift the
decades old boil water advisory following the improvements and installation of a new disinfection
process. It was not the end
of their infrastructure concerns, however; frequent
distribution system failures
were crippling the system’s operating budget. To
address issues in the distribution system, RCAP Solutions provided an action
plan to the board, which
included the recommendation to apply for a planning
grant to prioritize water

main replacement – inchlorine residual in the syscluding the replacement
tem. This action helped the
of a critical, aging water
system to avoid a second
main crossing a river in
violation, which is critical;
the village. In addition to
every violation or misstep
securing a planning
for the board reduces the
grant, however, the
likelihood that they will be
board would need to gain
able to gain the community
the support and trust of
trust necessary for future
the community for any
improvements. In the
new projects. For a sysweeks that followed,
tem the size of BFD2,
RCAP Solutions provided
taking on more debt –
practical guidance to the
which requires commusystem’s operator and treatnity support - will be a
ment plant engineer on
likely scenario considerhow to improve the treating their lack of reserves
ment system. RCAP Soluand mounting infrastructions has also helped comture concerns. For the
munity members to identify
system’s board, it was
common issues with their
more important than ever
plant equipment and to prothat they build on the
vide the system’s board
achievements of the
members with the
source water improveknowledge they need to
ment project. Unfortumaintain compliance with
nately, operational issues
state and federal regulawith the new chlorinations.
tion system, coupled
with the lack of local
capacity for diagnosing and
resolving those
issues, contributed to a violation in late 2017
for failing to
maintain adequate microbial
treatment.
After becoming
aware of the
treatment violation and continued problems
with the chlorination system,
RCAP Solutions
responded afterhours to the
treatment plant
and spent the
next day successfully rePointing to the pipe location.
establishing a
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PROBLEM:
Barnet Fire District #2
lacks adequate technical,
managerial, and ﬁnancial
capacity to address the
many challenges facing
small water systems. Despite recent source water improvements, the
system has struggled to
maintain compliance
with applicable Safe
Drinking Water Act regula ons, address distribuon system deﬁciencies,
or to build up reserves
for future system improvements.
SOLUTION:
RCAP Solu ons has: provided the board a priorized ac on plan; a ended numerous board
mee ngs to provide
guidance on system opera on; stressed the importance of community
engagement; helped the
system avoid addi onal
treatment viola ons;
and educated community members on treatment requirements to
maintain compliance.
FUNDING SOURCE:
EPA1 AND USDA RD
Technitrain
CONGRESSIONAL
DISTRICT:
At Large (Welch)

Community Resources Administra on
Karen A. Koller, CAE
President & CEO
978.630.6630, kkoller@rcapsolutions.org

Sarah Buck
Deputy Director, Community Resources
978.630.6658, sbuck@rcapsolutions.org

Scott Mueller
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Director of Community Resources
315.482.2756, smueller@rcapsolutions.org
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Arthur Astarita
Maine State Lead | Water Resource Specialist
207.766.3065, aastarita@rcapsolutions.org
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Sukhwindar P. Singh
Director of Education & Training
814.861.7072, ssingh@rcapsolutions.org

Rebecca Reynolds
Certified Environmental Specialist,
Community Development Specialist
207.338.1126, rreynolds@rcapsolutions.org

Seth Loht
GIS Specialist
814.289.9340, sloht@rcapsolutions.org
Puerto Rico & U.S. Virgin Islands:
Josefa Torres-Olivio
District Director | Puerto Rico & U.S. Virgin Islands
787.725.6523, josefa@rcapsolutions.org
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James P. Starbard
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978.502.0227, jstarbard@rcapsolutions.org

Juan Campos Collazo
Community Development Specialist
787.374.0196, jcollazo@rcapsolutions.org

Matt Cassesdy
Drinking Water Specialist, Connecticut
860.500.0713, mcassedy@rcapsolutions.org

Carlos Velazquez-Figueroa
Wastewater Specialist
787.725.6523, cvelazquezfigueroa@rcapsolutions.org

New Hampshire
Kathy Rodgers
New Hampshire State Lead
603.748.9207, krodgers@rcapsolutions.org

Edwin Vazquez-Asencio
Sustainable Materials Management Specialist
787.445.0076, evazquez-asencio@rcapsolutions.org

New Jersey:
Michael Cohrs
Water Specialist, New Jersey
201.551.1173, mcohrs@rcapsolutions.org

Vermont:
Mark Johnson
Vermont State Lead
802.505.1037, mjohnson@rcapsolutions.org

New York:
Candace Balmer
New York State Lead
845.247.3511, cbalmer@rcapsolutions.org

Erick Toledo
Water Specialist, Vermont
978.227.2277, etoledo@rcapsolutions.org

Catherine Rees
Water Specialist, New York
585.737.5864, crees@rcapsolutions.org
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The Rural Community Assistance Partnership (RCAP) is a na onal network of nonproﬁt or‐
ganiza ons working to ensure that rural and small communi es throughout the United
States have access to safe drinking water and sanitary wastewater disposal.
The six regional RCAPs – its partners or aﬃliates – provide a variety of programs in their sec‐
on of the United States to accomplish this goal, such as direct training and technical assis‐
tance; leveraging millions of dollars to assist communi es develop and improve their water
and wastewater systems.
The work in communi es is coordinated and carried out by each of RCAP’s regional part‐
ners. The network includes a na onal oﬃce in Washington, D.C., that coordinates funding,
repor ng and ﬁnances for the programs and handles communica ons at a na onal level for
the network. For more informa on, visit www.rcap.org.

Regional Partners
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